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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer plans to deploy a location-aware WLAN in a
campus.which statements about the planning considera tion for
location-aware WLAN are true ?
(Choose two)
A. Cisco PI allow as APS that are defined equipped with
third-party antennas participate in client tag or rogue on
demand location tracking
B. At least one AP that resides in each of at least three of
the surrounding quadrant IS located within 70feet(-21.3meters)
of the point-in- question
C. active RFID tags transmit directly to the APs and require
802.11authentication and require 802.11 authentication and
association to pass data traffic to the realtime locating.
D. At least one AP are resident in each quadrant that surrounds
the pomt-in-QUESTION NO:
E. Onsite calibration is require otherwise location tracking
for clients cannot be performed
F. Perimeter APs should complement APs located w1thin floor
intenor areas m add1 t1on APs should be place m each of the
four corners of the floor and at any other corner that are
encountered along the floor perimeters.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is associated with a project area and is a collection of
practices, rules, and guidelines?
A. rule set
B. work item
C. process
D. Team area
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An installation guide should contain . (Choose two)
A. basic troubleshooting and baseline monitoring for
verification purposes
B. justifications for design choices
C. entry criteria or requirements
D. best practices.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
An installation guide provides engineers a detailed reference
and process to install
and verify a solution. All relevant components
and processes are detailed. It is
also useful to include troubleshooting or known issues, if any
were experienced

during the development and test phases.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What prefix in the IPv6 address does the Interface ID begin?
A. /32
B. /64
C. /96
D. /48
Answer: B
Explanation:
Basic IPv6 Address Format
image:The figure shows the three parts of an IPv6 address,
which are described in the next text.
The leftmost three fields (48 bits) contain the site prefix.
The prefix describes the public topology that is usually
allocated to your site by an ISP or Regional Internet Registry
(RIR).
The next field is the 16-bit subnet ID, which you (or another
administrator) allocate for your site. The subnet ID describes
the private topology, also known as the site topology, because
it is internal to your site.
The rightmost four fields (64 bits) contain the interface ID,
also referred to as a token. The interface ID is either
automatically configured from the interface's MAC address or
manually configured in EUI-64 format.
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E23823_01/html/816-4554/ipv6-overview
-10.html
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